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The Warrior Report
TWE 2021 Day 4

Day 4 was amazing and
intense. All of our students were
able to get off base and
participate in some fantastic
activities. Our Alpha, Bravo,
and Charlie flights headed to
Gunpowder Training Area for

the obstacle and leadership
reaction course. Delta Flight
went to Martin State Airport
where they completed their
Huey flights. They then headed
over to Gunpowder to complete
their courses. After returning,

201st Squadron had a very
difficult Team Leadership
Problem. They had to get their
entire flight through a hoop.
Both squadrons came together
for volleyball and finished out
the day.

Honor Flight: Alpha Flight - Honor Squadron: 201st Training Squadron
Volleyball Winners: Charlie and Delta Flight



The leadership reaction course
is the perfect test of how our
students respond to problems. It
consists of a series of tasks in
which the participants must
work together to accomplish the
goal. These team leadership
problems are created to form
the perfect team in order to
accomplish any task. The flights
worked insanely well together
in the small timeframe. They
demonstrated a cohesive
performance within the course.

The obstacle course was a team
building challenge for the
flights. They were presented
with a series of obstacles. The
amount of motivation and
encouragement from each flight
was truly impressive. Their
performance on the course was
also a true demonstration of
how they have grown since the
start of encampment.

Just like yesterday, we held
flights in the UH-1 helicopters
from Joint Base Andrews. All
cadre and students were able to
fly and tour the aircraft. The
pilots and flight engineers held
an engaging discussion on
commissioning and enlisting
processes. They also explained
the benefits of each military
path and the US Air Force
Academy nomination process.
Delta Flight and their cadre had
a great time flying.



Officer of the Day:
C/Capt Aidan Stephan, CAP

Today’s officer of the day is our
Medical Officer in Charge, Captain
Stephan. He is currently attending
his fourth encampment, and this is
his third consecutive year on
Health Services cadre. He attends
Eagle Composite Squadron in
Delaware Wing where he is the
cadet executive officer. He is a big
fan of powered flight. His favorite
Civil Air Patrol experience has
been his orientation flights, and he
loves the helicopter rides at
encampment. He will also be
attending a National Flight
Academy this summer. He has
provided vital work to Tri-Wing
this year and every year he has attended.

Senior Member Mentor:
Capt Frederic Roche, CAP

Captain Roche is an all
around senior member. He
serves in multiple roles at his
home squadron, College Park
Composite, including Health
Officer, Safety Officer, and
Deputy Commander for
Seniors. At Tri-Wing. he is
serving as the Health Services
Officer in Charge. He runs our
medbay and ensures the safety
of all of our cadre and
students. He loves being able
to help students and see their



smiles during lower intensity exercises.


